


Please provide your
comments in the text
box below.

My name is Paul E. Halderson. I have been living in rural Cunningham
for the last 10 years with my family. I have no available internet
capability along with several others (10-20), and SC Telcom giving us
the ability to fiber internet would be momentous achievement. My
family has struggled with the pandemic, and going online at school,
and not having reliable internet has become a major hurdle. I am
hoping with this grant, that you can help my family have reliable,
stable and finally access to high speed internet. Currently we are
using Verizon wireless hotspots, which after 15 gigabyte become
data capped or slowed down, once the data is capped we cannot
even use zoom or skype, making school unmanageable. I can use 15
gigabyte after just 5 days of my kids in school. It has become very
frustrating, and mentally taxing looking for internet solutions in my
area. 

SC Telcom, has offered possible fiber internet access to my family.
They have opened a door for my family to be able to be caught up to
the rest of the world finally in terms of high speed internet. Please,
help my family and many others in rural Kansas have the ability to
receive internet access for our kids sake for schooling, and for many
businesses sake, and for laying a foundation to help others in the
future have reliable high speed internet. 

God bless!

Paul E. Halderson

Cunningham, KS 67035

Please provide supporting documents relative to your comments. Please submit multiple files as a
ZIP file.
Verizon_data_cap.docx



By submitting this
form for public
comment and
evidence to support
your comment, you
are accepting
responsibility for the
accuracy of the
nformation submitted
and that it is true and
correct to the best of
your knowledge. You
agree to be
contacted by the
Kansas Office of
Broadband
Development,
Kansas Department
of Commerce should
the need arise.
Furthermore, by
making this
submission, you
understand that
Kansas Department
of Commerce and the
Office of Broadband
Development reserve
the right to publicly
publish your
comment and
evidence provided.
Falsification of
nformation will result
n rejection of future
public comment
submissions and
could result legal
action. Please type
your name and
today’s date in the
text box below.

Paul E. Halderson



 




